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KEIO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REPORTS 
VOL. 36, NO. 3, pp. 25-31. 1983 

ON A THEOREM ON QUASIANALYTICITY 
OF A WEAKLY STATIONARY PROCESS 

Tatsuo KAWATA 

(Received June 9, 1983) 

1. Introduction 

Let X(t, w), tER', wEfJ, D being a given complete probability space, be a me
asurable weakly stationary process with covariance function 

(1.1) 

where F(J.) is the spectral distribution function of X(t, w). 
Let C(mn, (a, b))=C(mn) be a class of complex valued infinitely many times 

differentiable functions f(x) satisfying 

(1.2) n=O,l,2, ···, 

for some sequence {mn, n=O, 1, 2, · · ·} of positive numbers, cx=i being allowed, where 
A and K are constants independent of n. The class is called quasianalytic, if 
fEC(mn) and J<n)(x 0 )=0, n=O, 1, · · · for some xoE(a, b) implies that f(x)=O through
out (a, b). We also consider the class C2(ln, (a, b))=C2(ln) of f(x) which are infinitely 
many times differentiable and are such that 

(1. 3) sup l/c 2n)(x)I ;iAKnln, n=O,l,2, ···, 
U<X<b 

for some sequence {ln, n=O, 1, ···}of positive numbers. Writing m2n=ln, m2n+1=cx=i, 
n=O, 1, · · ·, C2(ln) is identical with C(mn). 

I. L. Ivanova [2] has given the theorem that if the covariance function p(u) 
belongs to C2(ln) which is supposed to be quasianalytic in R', then X(t, w) almost 
surely belongs to the class C(i/2

) which is also quasianalytic. 
She concludes this from the fact that 

(1. 4) L: P(IX(n)(t,w)l?;AKnl~2)<cx=i. 
n=o 

We here used slightly different notations from [2]. This derivation, however, 
involves a vague point, because the subset of Q inside P( ·) depends on tin general. 
The author has recently given a different proof [3] of the above theorem of 
Ivanova for the case of a periodic weakly stationary process. In this paper we 
shall give another proof for the general case, showing in place of (1. 4) that 

(1. 5) L: P(max IXocnl(t, w)I ?;AKN~1~,)<cx=i, 
n=o ltl:>B 
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T. KAWATA 

for every fixed constant B for some modification X 0(t, w) of X(t, w) and for some 
K1 (depending on B). 

2. Lemmas 

Lemma 1. C2(ln, (a, b)) is quasianalytic if and only if C(l!,{ii. (a, b)) is quasi
analytic. 

This was given in Lemma 7. 2 [3]. 
Suppose without loss of generality that EX(t, w)=O, tER1. Write 

(2.1) tER1. 

Since 

E [,,I Y(t, w)Jdt= [,, (1 +t2t 1EJX(t, w)Jdt~ [,, (1 +t2t 1[EJX(t, w)J2] 112dt 

= pl/2(0)~~00 (1 +t2)-1dt' 

Y(t, w)EL'(R1
) almost surely. Namely there is a subset Q' of [J with P(Q')=l 

such that Y(t, w)EL'(R') for wED'. For wED', we define the Fourier transform of 
Y(t, w) 

(2.2) 

which is measurable on R 1 x Q'. 

Lemma 2. If 

(2.3) 

for some nonnegative integer n, then there is a set f2nED' with P(Qn)= 1 such that 

(2. 4) [,, JY(t, w)JJWdt<oo, 

for wEDn and moreover 

(2. 5) E (~~00 I Y(t, w)JJWdt) 
2

~C(2(n+1))! p(O)+C2n~~oo (Ji!J +2)2<n+l)dF(i!), 

where C's are absolute constants. Here and in what follows C's may be different 
on each occurrence. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (2. 5). The left hand side of (2. 5) i~, writing 
EJXl 2 = llXIJ2, 
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(2.6) 

Now 

On a theorem on quasianalyticity 

S= !! kj;oo ~:+I IY(t, w)llWdt w 

~II k~oo (!kl tlr~:+' IY(t, w)jdt W 

~11k~00 (!kl +lr (~:
11 

IY(t, w)l
2
dt) 

11
2jl2 

00 rk I I 

=C2~00 Clkl +1)2<n+i) Jk llY(t, (J))ll2dt. 

llY(t, w)l!2= (2rrt 1E~:00 X(t, w)(l +x2t 1e-itxdx · ~:00 X(y, w)(l +y2t 1eitYdy 

=(2rr)-' ~:oo ~:oo (1 +x2)-1(1 +Y2t1e-it<X-Y)p(x-y)dxdy 

Hence 

in which 

Thus we get 

= (2rrt1 ~:00 ~:00 (1 + x2t1c1 +Y2t1e-it<X-Y)dxdy· ~:00 ei<'C-Y)'dF(J..) 

=(2rrt 1 ~:00 dF(A)J~:00 (l+x2)-1e-i<H)Xaxj2 

= (rr/2)~:00 e-21i-t1dF(J..). 

~c["° dF(A)k~oo ~:+1 (jtj +2)2cn+l)e-21Hldt 

~c22n[,, dF(J..) ~~ [u2cnt1) +(IJ..I +2)2cn+1)]e-2udu 

This is J.?.O more than (2. 5). 
Define for w E Q' and for R > 0, 
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(2. 7) 

where KR(u) is the Fejer kernel n-1 sin2 (Ru/2)/(Ru2/2). 

Lemma 3. For every x, 

(2.8) llaR(X, w)-Y(x, lv)jj---+ 0, R---+ co. 

Proof. The quantity in (2. 8) is 

IJaR(X, w)-Y(x, w)I!= JJn- 1
[,

0 

[Y(x+u, w)-Y(x, w)]KR(u)dull 

;£n- 1 ~~00 II Y(x +u, w)-Y(x, w)llKR(u)du 

which converges to zero as R---+ co, because it is easy to see that Y(x, w) is con
tinuous in L2(Q), if one notes that any measurable weakly stationary process is 
continuous in L2(Q) [l]. 

3. The theorem and the proof 

We consider the class C2(ln, R 1
) which is broader than the class of analytic 

functions and suppose substantially without loss of generality that 

(3 .1) ln~(2n)!M-n, n=O, 1, · · · 

for some constant M> 0. 
The theorem we are going to prove is stated in the following form. 

Theorem. Suppose C2(ln, R 1
) is a quasianalytic class and suppose (3 .1). If the 

covariance function p(u) of a measurable weakly stationary process X(t, w) belongs 
to the class C2(ln, R 1

), then in every finite interval ( -B, B) there is a modification 
X 0(t, w) of X(t, w) with the property that Xo(t, w) almost surely belongs to the quasi
analytic class C(l}/!1) on ( -B, B). 

Note that C(l!f! 1) is a quasianalytic class by Lemma 1. 

Proof. Write ii=(\ f2n. Obviously P(ii)= 1. Define Xo(t, w) for (l)Eii by 
n=o 

(3.2) Xo(t, w) =(1 +t2
) • (2n)- 112 ~~00 Y(x, w)eitxdx 

which is measurable on (-B, B) xii. From the assumption that p(u)EC2(ln, R 1
), 

lpc2n)(O)j <co for all n and actually, for some K, 

(3.3) 
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From this and Lemma 2, Xo(t, (I)) is well defined and continuous for each (!)di. 
On the other hand by the inversion of Fourier transform we have 

(2rrt 112 ['° Y(x, (l))eitxdx= Y(t, (l))=X(t, (1))(1 +t2) 

for almost all t. Hence Xo(t, <jJ)=X(t, (I)) for almost all t for each (l)Eii. Further
more Xo(t, (I)) is a modification of X(t, w). In fact, because of Lemma 3, there is 
a sequence {Rk} with Rk---+ CX) (k-+ CXJ) such that aRk(t, (1))-+Y(t, w) (k-+ CXJ) on some 
!J"(t) for each t and P(Q"(t))= 1. Namely, as k---+ CXJ, for oJE!.J"(t) 

(3.4) 

for each t. Since 

and Y(x, (l))EL1(R) on Do ( cQ'), (3.4) shows that 

(l+t2)(2rrt 112 [
0 

Y(x, (l))eitxdx=X(t, (I)) 

on Q"(t) n D=Q"'(t) for each t. That is, from the definition (3.2) of Xo(t, <u), we 
have, for each t, Xo(t, (l))=X(t, (I)) on Q"'(t). 

Now we shall show the convergence of l:fn for this modification, where 

(3. 5) fn=P( max IXo(n)(t, (1))1 ~AKN~ii). 
ltl::>B 

K1 and B are any positive constants. It is to be noted that max IXo<n)(t, w)I is 
ltl::>B 

measurable on Q, since X 0<n)(t, (I)) is continuous for each (l)Eii. 

From Lemma 2 and (3.2), ~:00 Y(x, (l))euxdx is infinitely many times differenti

able for (l)Eii. Hence for tE(-B, B) 

n ( ) dk an-k loo 
Xo<n)(t, (I))= k~ : dtk (1 +t2) dtn-k (2rrt112 J _oo Y(x, w)eitxdx 

= (l +t2)(2rr)- 112 ~:00 Y(x, (l))Cixreitxdx 

+ k~ ( Z )w-k(2rr)-112 ~:00 Y(x, (l))(ixr-kdx 

and thus 

max JXtl)(t, w)I ~(1 +B2)(2rrt 112 \°" IY(x, w)llxlndx 
ltl<B J_oo 

+2 k~( Z )B2-k(2rr)- 112 ~:00 IY(x, w)llxln-kdx 

~cnr00 IY(x, w)llxlndx 
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say, where Cn's are constants depending only on B. We have 

fn~P(r/Jn(B, w)~AKN~!,) 

which is, by the Chebyshev inequality, not greater than 

in which 

Er/J.;1(B, <o)~CnE[[x, IY(x, <o)llxlndx T +Cnn2E[[,, Y(x, (l))llxln-idx T 
+Cnn4[[)Q IY(x, w)llxln- 2dx T 

Hence, because of Lemma 2, fn is not greater than 

CnA- 2 K; 2nt;;i 1 { p(0)[(2(n + 1))! +n2(2n)! +n4(2(n-1))!] 

+2n[)Q (Ill +2)2<n+i)dF(l)+n22n-i [)Q (Ill +2)2ndF(l) 

+n42n-2~~00 (Ill +2)2<n-1)dF(l)} 

which is, because of (3. 3) and (3 .1), not greater than 

CnA- 2K;- 2nt;;i{ n4(2(n+l))!p(O)+Cnn42n[)Q l 2 <n+ 1)dF(l)J 

~CnA-2K;- 2nt;;i 1n4(2(n+1))! p(O) +CnA-2 K; 2n AKn+ 1n• 

~CnA-2K;- 2nn4Mn+ 1p(O)+CnA- 2K(2K/Ki2)nn4 • 

Take K1 so that 

Then we see that L: fn is convergent. Hence the Borel-Centelli lemma gives us 
11=1 

that there exist a set Q0 cti with P(Q0)=1 and an no(w) for wEf2° such that 

max IXo<nl(t, m)I ~AKN.~f!, 
Ill SB 

holds for n~no(w). Writing 

K2=K2(w)=max {Ki. max [max IX0<nl(t, w)l/(Al!f!1)] 1;n}, 
11:>11o(w) ltl:>B 

we have 

max IXo(n)(t, (1))1 ~AK;n(m)l!f!,' n=O, 1,2, · · · 
ltl:>B 
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for wEf/0
• This means that X0(t, w)EC(l}i'! 1) in ( -B, B) for wEf2°. Since by assump

tion C2(ln) is quasianalytic, C(/}(! 1) is also quasianalytic in ( -B, B) by Lemma 1 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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